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Hot Foot!
Hot Foot!, LLC
This document and the information contained herein are provided to the reader
with a private, limited offering for the investment in the film, Hot Foot!. This
document is confidential and proprietary and is solely for the benefit of selected,
highly qualified investors and is not for use by any other persons. By accepting
delivery of this business plan, the recipient acknowledges and agrees that:
(i) in the event the recipient does not wish to explore this investment, the recipient
will return this copy to the address listed below as soon as practical;
(ii) the recipient will not copy, fax, reproduce, or distribute this business plan in
whole or in part, without the expressed written permission of Hot Foot!. LLC;
(iii) all of the information contained herein will be treated as confidential material.

Return To:
Frank Sacks
9385 North IH 35
New Braunfels, Texas 78130
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THE BUSINESS PLAN

Mission Statement
The purpose of this plan is to describe the terms and offerings of the fund for the
film, Hot Foot!. For the first part to develop the project we are looking to raise up
to $150,000.00 of seed money through Hot Foot!, LLC to underwrite the cost of
development and marketing the project. For the second part of producing the
motion picture we are looking to raise $5.85 million dollars which is enough
production funding to produce a commercially viable feature film and to market it
globally and will represent an intelligent funding opportunity.

Executive Summary
Hot Foot!, LLC will produce the film, Hot Foot!, on the terms set forth in this plan.
Hot Foot!, LLC will associate with well established companies in the organization
of the production funding, and as well with established and respected distributors
to sell or license the rights to the film being made hereunder to maximize
exposure and profit. It is our stated goal to retain as many rights as possible, and
to license for the shortest term possible.
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Contact Information
Hot Foot!, LLC
Frank Sacks
Writer/Producer
9385 North IH 35
New Braunfels, Texas 78130
P: (310) 597-9888
E: franksacks@gmail.com

Hot Foot!, LLC
Marti Schaffer
Associate Producer
P: (512) 940-3157
E: marti.schaffer@yahoo.com
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THE STORY

Logline
An action comedy heist based on a true story.

Synopsis
It’s 1972 … and twenty-four year old Spencer Shephard arrives in
Honolulu with five thousand dollars in his pocket and big plans to open a retail
store along Honolulu’s busiest boulevard, Kalakaua Avenue in the heart of
Waikiki. With dreams of a retail fortune passing though his head like sugar plum
fairies, his youthful spirit produces high expectations for making a killing, but his
plans quickly turn into entrepreneurial mayhem more reminiscent of a Marx
Brothers storyline than a Horatio Alger windfall.
Within hours after the doors to his new store open for the first time, two
local surfer kids passing by his new shop decide to steal the store’s advertising
icon, a giant foot-shaped pillow that Spencer has placed directly in front of the
store on the sidewalk. The symbol of a foot is part of the “hang ten” culture of the
times. As the two would-be pranksters go running down the street with their giant
booty foot in hand, they pass by another young man with his own agenda who
steps into the store and becomes the first and only customer of the day to visit
Spencer’s “Exotic Pillow Factory”.
When the new customer offers his “congratulations” on having sold the
giant “foot pillow”, Spencer quickly realizes that his opening day misfortune might
be a black cloud turning into a silver lining, as the customer is a reporter who
writes for the island’s largest daily newspaper (The Honolulu Advertiser). Upon
being told that the giant foot pillow is now stolen merchandise, the young reporter
informs the new store owner that the idea of such an unusual heist sounds like a
fun story and promptly rushes back to his paper to write a glib piece about
opening day events at Waikiki’s new “Pillow Factory”.
Knowing he now has proof in hand that there is a “Hot Foot!” somewhere
on the island of Oahu, Spencer picks up the phone book and rapidly dials every
media outlet that will listen and shares the dire trauma of having had his most
important pillow, a true “work of art” lifted right from under his nose on opening
day.
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THE STORY

As this “news” can actually be verified by a real reporter to back
Spencer’s claims, within 24 hours the story is being re-broadcast repeatedly like a
giant tsunami rolling across the airwaves throughout the islands.
And so begins a bizarre out-of-control 72 hour odyssey of hide and seek
that gets crazier with each passing hour as a series of events take place that form
the basis for our story of comedic vignettes of what happened when the new
booty turned out to be heavier than a ball and chain around the unsuspecting two
surfer kid’s necks as they learn the hard way that nothing travels faster than a
good laugh. And that what’s funny for one person can be a catastrophe for
another if you turn out to be on the butt end of the joke.
And though they brazenly lifted a treasured icon from right in front of the
new store’s owner, this ten foot long “hot foot!” is about to make it clear to all that
they are standing on an island, and when it comes to really hot booty, there’s no
place to hide. In near instant real time the “hot foot” becomes the island’s most
talked about current event. And so begins our story of the trials and tribulations of
trying to catch two inept thieves and the recovery of Spencer’s prized possession,
the infamous Waikiki “Hot Foot!”.
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PRODUCTION TEAM

Writer/Producer
Frank Sacks
Frank Sacks is a writer/producer who was born in
Chicago and attended Boston University and San
Francisco State (BA/Film Degree). He is a former ICM
Talent and Motion Picture Agent and was an
International Film Sales Agent whose financial
background included working for two Wall Street
Investment Banks, Morgan Stanley and Smith Barney
Harris Upham. His financial and film industry experience
enabled him to write and produce his own work that now
includes three feature films with two more in
development.
As a published author, he adapted his last two books for
(Hearst Publishing & St. Martin's Press/Tor Books). He
also wrote the original screenplays and produced both
features; Extreme Justice (1993) which had an HBO
World Premiere starring Scott Glenn and Lou Diamond
Philips, and Nico the Unicorn (1998) starring Elisha
Cuthbert, Anne Archer, Kevin Zegers and Michael
Ontkean. His third film was the US/UK Co-production
Lady Godiva: Back in the Saddle (2007) for which he
shared story credit and Executive Produced. A third
book, “The Waterbed Wars”, has been optioned for the
screen and is based on a true story set in San
Francisco, Circa 1970. The hardcover edition of “The
Waterbed Wars” is available now from Amazon.com. His
new screenplay, Hot Foot! is his next feature film
project as a writer/producer and is an action comedy
heist now in development that is also based on a true
story.

IMDB: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0755295/
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Line Producer
Matthew B. Locey
Matt Locey is an efficient and sought after line
producer and has served as assistant director
on twenty-five credits. His notable Hawaiian
based feature film credits include Six Days
and Seven Nights (1998), Might Joe Young
(1998), Lord of the Flies (1990) and Snakes
on a Plane (2006). His television credits
include “Baywatch” (1999-2001), “North
Shore” (2004), “Hawaii” (2004) and “The
Even” (2010). With over 200 combined screen
and TV credits, his unparalleled experience
and knowledge working in Hawaii makes him
an invaluable asset to Hot Foot!.
Matt has prepared the film’s detailed budget
and scheduling based upon his personal
experiences in the islands and twenty-five
years as a professional. His production
knowledge and background in working with
both mainland and local personnel is a core
element to keeping our project on budget and
of the highest standards.
IMBD: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0516624/
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THE CAST

The Role of Spencer
HUNTER PARISH
Hunter Parrish is an American Actor who made his
break on the hit television show “Weeds” (2005-2011)
for which he has appeared in over eighty episodes. His
film credits include: Freedom Writers (2007), 17 Again
(2009), It’s Complicated (2009), and The Space
Between (2010). Parish is also an accomplished
Broadway Performer who received much critical
acclaim for the lead role in the Tony Award winning
play Spring Awakening (2008-2009)

NICHOLAS HOULT
Nicholas Hoult is a British Actor who has worked since
the age of 7 where he made his professional debut in
Intimate Relations (1996). After, Nicholas worked
mainly in television until the success of his breakout
role in About a Boy (2002). His other film credits
include: The Weather Man (2005), the Academy Award
winning film A Single Man (2009), Clash of the Titans
(2010), and X-Men: First Class (2011). Nicholas
currently has two films in production that are set to be
released in 2013.
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The Role of Lynn
ELLEN PAGE
Ellen Page is a Golden Globe and Academy Award
nominated actress. Ellen’s big break came in her title
role in the critically acclaimed film, Juno (2007) for
which she won an Independent Spirit Award. Since,
she has been a very sought after actress performing in
such films as, Smart People (2008), Whip It (2009),
and one of the highest grossing films of all time,
Inception (2010). Ellen currently has two films in
production set to be released in 2012.

EMMA ROBERTS
Her first movie role came in Blow (2001), where she
played the daughter of Johnny Depp’s character.
Various small parts followed, until she was cast in the
lead role of Addie Singer in Nickelodeon's
"Unfabulous" (2004). Her performance led to many
award nominations as well as a foray into the music
industry, including the release of an album,
"Unfabulous and More". More roles followed in various
projects, including the eponymous heroine in Nancy
Drew (2007), Hotel For Dogs (2009), 4.3.2.1 (2010)
and Scream 4 (2011). In 2011, Emma began attending
Sarah Lawrence College in New York, studying English
Literature.
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The Role of Moki
DA’VONE MCDONALD
Da’vone McDonald became a recognizable actor after
his portrayal of Dwayne in the surprise comedy hit
Forgetting Sarah Marshall (2008). McDonald followed
his feature debut with comedy hits such as Funny
People (2009), Get Him to the Greek (2010), and The
Five Year Engagement (2012). McDonald currently has
three films in production.

TAYLOR WILY
Taylor Wily whose birth name is Teila Tuli is an actor
and former sumo wrestler of Samoan descent. He is
most commonly known for his role as Kamekona on
the hit remake “Hawaii Five-0” (2010-2012). Other
credits include “North Shore” (2004) and Forgetting
Sarah Marshall (2008).
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The Role of NJ Goon
JOE PESCI
Joe Pesci is best known for playing a variety of different
roles, from violent mobsters to quirky sidekicks. Pesci’s
greatest work came in Goodfellas (1990) which earned
him an Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor. Other
great performances came in films such as Raging Bull
(1980), JFK (1991), My Cousin Vinny (1992), Casino
(1995), and The Good Shepherd (2006).

BILLY BURKE
Billy Burke is certainly best known for his portrayal of
Charlie Swan in Twilight (2008) and its sequels The
Twilight Saga: New Moon (2009), The Twilight Saga:
Eclipse (2010), and The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn
Part 1 (2011). However, even before the Twilight
Blockbusters, Burke had established a respectable body
of work including the hit show “24” (2002-2003), Ladder
49 (2004), Fracture (2007), Feast of Love (2007) and
Untraceable (2008). Burke is now a highly sought after
actor with huge numbers at the box office.
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THE FILM BUSINESS

The Industry
The recent Best Picture Oscar for Slumdog Millionaire and the critical and
financial success of The Descendants confirms; independent films have arrived,
and they account for over a quarter of the box office. In 2011, independent films
ended the year with over $3.4 billion in the domestic box office (34 percent of the
total box office), which is a 3 percent increase over 20101. Independent films can
vary widely in budget, films from as low as $30,000 to as high as $92 million, but
their similarities are the freedom to be in the control creatively and free from the
homogeneity of the studio production. Working independently offers many
advantages that Hot Foot!, LLC will take advantage of such as:
Freedom: As an independent, we have the freedom to take more time with
planning and budgets. This is then carried out with the assurance that the
Producer, who has the vision as well as the knowledge of the project will be
hands on, directly guiding the process, avoiding the inefficiency and expense of a
larger, less engaged team.
Bifurcate Rights: We can license Hot Foot! to separate domestic and
international distribution entities to maximize earning potential. Thus, a lackluster
performance in one market, such as domestic box office receipts, will not cancel
out the healthy revenues from a strong showing in another market, such as the
international theatrical and TV release.
Lower Costs: Also unlike studios, Hot Foot!, LLC is able to avoid substantial
overhead. The innate philosophy and activity of the Producer is to remain lean
and mean in all phases of production, providing a greater opportunity to realize
actual net profits.

1Baseline

Intel 2011
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The Market
Although the movie business has been hurt along with nearly every other
industry, it is proving far more resilient to recession than most. After all, even in
sour economies people continue to go to the cinema. The success of a film is
based on the following elements, among others: Uniqueness of storyline,
potential special audience segments, and ability of the cast to attract audiences
of buyers by their names alone. Hot Foot! combines all of these “winning
elements”. Most importantly, the film is above all, a comedy, which draws a
special and large audience segment. Between 1995 and 2012, comedies are the
top grossing genre with a total gross over $44 billion. The average gross per
comedy film is over $28 million and controls 28% of the market share. In 2012,
comedies have controlled over 10% of the market share selling over 34 million
tickets and grossing $270 million thus far. The recent success can be attributed to
the fact that comedies tend to do really well in the box office during economic
downturns. Comedies are countercyclical to the economy as audiences look for
an escape from their daily troubles.

International Market
As a whole, the international box office in U.S. dollars is up 35% over five years
ago, driven by growth in various markets. For example, last year the UK box
office broke the $1 billion ($1.4 billion) barrier for the first time and cinema
admissions were the second highest since 1971.1 It is an old adage that
comedies rarely travel well overseas However, it is notable that US comedies
with really dazzling global runs have relied on some other elements to pull in
audiences. Hot Foot! will reach the rising global market by combining the
comedy genre with the action/adventure genre which broadens its appeal. The
action/adventure genre regularly captures between 60% and 70% of the total
gross receipts overseas. Burn After Reading for example, is a comedy that added
elements of action and mystery. This genre hybridation helped the film gross over
$103 million internationally which is 63.1% of its total gross overseas. Ocean’s 11,
another comedy with added action/adventure genre, grossed over $267 million
internationally making up over 60% of its total gross of $450 million. We believe
the film will take advantage of the rising box office for comedies domestically, and
the overall rise of the international box office, as well as, the popularity of
action/adventure films overseas

1Box

Office History for Music Industry Movies (www.the-numbers.com)
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DVD/VOD Market
For the first half of 2011, the industry’s total rental revenue — including
subscription services, automated kiosks, video-on-demand, and brick-and-mortar
outlets — topped $4.1 billion, an 11 percent increase from the first half of 2010.
Blu-ray sales soared above $2 billion for the first time ever, rising 20% in the year.
Although the DVD market is slightly down, the transition to digital delivery, mostly
streaming is more than making up for that decline. Overall spending on digital
delivery rose 51% to nearly $3.42 billion, up from $2.26 billion in 2010. The
largest chunk of that went to VOD ($1.87 billion) and the new category of
subscription streaming ($993.6 million). For comedies in particular, the DVD and
VOD numbers are strong. Comedies seem to consistently be topping the DVD
sales charts. Burn After Reading brought in over $19 million in DVD sales while
the action/comedy 21 Jump Street remains the 9th best-selling DVD of 2011
grossing over $30 million with 1.7 million units sold.

FILMS

BUDGET

DOMESTIC

FOREIGN

DVD
SALES

BURN AFTER READING (2008)

$37 M

$60.3 M

$103.0 M

$19.4 M

21 JUMP STREET (2011)

$48 M

$138.5 M

$63.5 M

$30.3 M

OCEAN’S THIRTEEN (2007)

$85 M

$117.1 M

$194.6 M

KISS KISS BANG BANG (2005)

$15 M

$4.3 M

$8.8 M

$13.2M

$5 M

$22.9 M

$6.4 M

N/A

IN BRUGES (2008)

$15 M

$7.9 M

$23.0 M

$3.5 M

I HEART HUCKABEES (2004)

$20 M

$12.8 M

$7.2 M

N/A

RAISING ARIZONA (1987)

$48.4M

SOURCE: Box Office Mojo and www.the-numbers.com
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Films Based On Real Events
Many of the top grossing films are based on true stories or real life events. In
the top grossing “sources” (original screenplay, based on book, remake, etc.)
between 1995 and 2012, films based on real life events were in the top six
averaging approximately $7 million per film and totaling over $9 billion. In the
beginning of 2012, films based on real life events have nearly 10% of the
market share up from 4% in 2011 accumulating over $240 million thus far.
There are many reasons for the success of “real life event” films as the story is
already in place and audiences are more interested in facts, along with the
enticement of being let in on a story not yet told that exists in an iconic context.
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Feature Film Production Process
Phase
Scope of
Work

Development
•The first step
involves the
development of a
story concept,
which often takes
the form of a story
summary or outline
known as a
“treatment.”
•The treatment is
expanded into a
full-length
screenplay, and
after numerous
iterations and
research into the
story and
characters, the
screenplay is
approved and preproduction starts.

PreProduction
•Once the Company
and Studio approve a
screenplay for
production, the project
enters the preproduction phase.
•This stage entails the
preparatory work that
occurs during the
months prior to the
commencement of
principal photography.
•Various above-the-line
pieces are attached
(such as actors,
director, director of
photography and
production designer) as
well as production staff
necessary to physically
produce the Feature.

Production
•The project is
converted from a
completed script to
exposed film.
•The production team
conducts principal
photography during this
phase.
•Studio and Company
take an active role
during this phase by
monitoring the filming
and ensuring the script
is translated into a
motion picture and in
the process the
Feature comes in
within its budget.

Post Production
•During postproduction the
elements of film shot
during production are
assembled into a
synchronized and
coherent story.
•Final editing brings
together a
synchronized
soundtrack, music,
dialog, and special
effects. The film,
timed prints and tape
elements are
compiled for the
theatrical, video and
television distribution,
as well as for the
exploitation of the
Feature are all done
during this phase.

Time Line

4 to 8 weeks

6 to 8 weeks

7 to 15 weeks

18 to 24 weeks

% of Total
Production
Cost

Initial Development
expenses

10% of Production
Cost

60-70% of Production
Cost

20-30% of Production
Cost
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Film Stages
1 / DEVELOPMENT
The development stage is utilized to study the current film market and trends to
create future distribution strategies. For Hot Foot! a focal point for the current
development strategy is to understand and exploit its story assets together with its
iconic hot foot image in order to gain the strongest commercial potential.
Development is an ongoing stage for any production. The development stage can
then begin an aggressive move toward pre-production once funding is in place.
With production funding in place, Hot Foot!, LLC’s first matter of business, prior to
pre-production, is casting marketable talent into the lead roles along with the
selection of a Director. Recognizable actors add credibility and marketability to the
film to assist in the highest profit potential. During development, the Producers will
also determine the best marketing pathways for Hot Foot!. This will include
discussions regarding distribution for the film, including whether the best course for
the film is to apply to film festivals or begin discussions with distributors and
foreign sales agents right away. Hot Foot!, LLC will also initiate an innovative
online virile PR campaign to arouse the interest and early curiosity of the press
and the public. In this regard, as the underlying premise is based upon a true story,
that fact alone may offer a unique way to launch a global online buzz as it provides
the press and the entertainment media something that sets the project apart from
the competition. Creating press nearly one year in advance of a film’s release is a
proven strategy that normally only studios can afford. However, guerilla and online
social marketing has the potential to substitute in place of a multi-million dollar
year-in-advance studio ad budget. The Producer anticipates that our marketing
will generate the same kind of media interest that he has successfully piggybacked off of to attract production and distribution financing for all three of his prior
films. The Producer thinks it especially relevant to preview his online 90 second
documentary “Banned from Cannes” (See Page 28 for more details on “Incident at
Cannes”), when he nearly got arrested by the Cannes Film Festival for attracting
too much attention from the Press… sounds crazy but it’s true and the result was
that the press attracted the financiers and international distributors.
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Film Stages
2 / PRE-PRODUCTION
Once funding has been placed for our project and the lead actors hired, preproduction can begin. Pre-production can last approximately six to eight weeks,
determined by availability of the actors, key crew and necessity. During preproduction, the producers will hire crew, audition and cast supporting actors,
secure locations, and ensure that all aspects of the production are underway. At
this juncture we will also hold rehearsals. Since independent films are all about
execution we will be more than “practiced” before we shoot, working with the
actors and setting up every shot so we eliminate any surprises while shooting. The
Director of Photography and the Director will meet to discuss camera angles,
visual elements and tone for the picture. The Producers will prepare and negotiate
contracts with equipment companies and production rental houses. Pre-production
is a highly energetic time period when the production crew is actively birthing the
film’s look, tone and atmosphere.
3 / PRODUCTION
The production stage lasts for a pre-determined period of time necessary for the
completion of a quality motion picture. While the primary producers are actively
working on the film, our Sales team – If necessary - will begin contacting our
extensive list of distributors while also beginning to create and form a specific
promotion and publicity campaign for the film.
4 / POST-PRODUCTION
Once primary filming has wrapped, post-production commences. During postproduction, our film editors will spend approximately 8-10 weeks working on the
picture edit. Our sound editors will then begin doing sound editing, special effects
sound, music placement, etc. This process can take 2-3 weeks. After all editing
has been completed; the picture is delivered to a specialty lab where the movie is
finalized. Intended for theatrical release, the film will go through a special process
by which a theatrical print or digitized tape is created. In addition the film will go
through an “online” process where the movie is given color correction and then
mastered for duplication and prepared for future home entertainment release. This
final process can last from one to two weeks. During the post-production phase
Hot Foot!, LLC will continue to pursue distribution options.
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Film Stages
5 / DISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING
The entire production process of a film can vary. We expect this film to take
approximately six to eight months to complete. Once the film is completed, we
would like to secure a theatrical release followed by DVD and other outlets of
distribution such as VOD and Television. It is our goal to maximize the theatrical
potential of this film. We believe the best way to do this is to apply to the most
prestigious film festivals, such as, Sundance, Telluride and Toronto to obtain
exposure and press and get distributors interested in the film.
6 / RETURN ON INVESTMENT
Return on investment to the investors is achieved through several sources. The
producers’ goals are to create a competitive bidding situation to maximize profits at
each stage of release, both in theatrical and ancillary markets. Ancillary markets
include but are not limited to the following: DVD/Video-on-Demand, Pay Cable
(premium cable services such as HBO, Showtime and Starz), Network Television,
Cable Television, and Television Syndication. Other sources of revenue would
come from:
A. Merchandising – The Big Red Hot Foot
Although a film's primary success is initially dependent on the film's box office
success, there are certain films that can also drive merchandising revenues if they
contain the right elements. When a popular film also contains within it some type
of icon or clothing or signature items that could be manufactured to tie-in with a
film's release, therein is a new and exciting way to generate additional
profits. Many successful films unfortunately just did not provide such icons so the
chance to capitalize on merchandising was never really developed. Hot Foot!
however, does have its own trademarked icon in its "red foot”. The big red hot
foot’s name is Fred and is as much a character in the film as any of the other
leads. The opportunity to exploit our "hot foot icon" is potentially very
merchandisable. From Hot Foot! pillows to placing and licensing "Fred's" smiling
hot foot face, there are a thousand and one ways to quickly ramp up
merchandising to meet a demand once created by a box office success. Today’s
online overnight ability to deliver the goods, whether they be t-shirts, mugs or
books, provides the potential for additional revenues.
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Film Stages
6 / RETURN ON INVESTMENT…
B. Publishing – Hot Foot!... The Book.
The opportunity to create additional revenue streams from a popular
film can sometimes result in substantial royalties and licensing deals. The
Producer recognized early on in two of his last films that books about a movie
whether they be adaptations of the original script and/or a “behind the scenes"
paperback can result in both additional sales and a special kind of "book/film"
marketing synergy. For example, the Producer was able to sell more than
a 135,000 copies of his screen adaptation to his film, Extreme Justice, which
was distributed by Hearst Press/New York. The same was true with his family
film, Nico the Unicorn, which also attracted a major book publisher, (TOR
Books/St. Martin's Press/NY) who optioned publishing rights for their teen book
division. In this regard, the Producer believes Hot Foot! could take advantage of
new on-line e-marketing of a book based on his original screenplay.
C. Soundtrack
As the film is set in 1972, it is the intention of the Producers to negotiate for
soundtrack rights to music from the period. That particular period (1969 – 1972)
yielded literally hundreds of now classic songs and albums. Acquiring the rights to
them is a negotiated process that is directly related to a film’s distribution. Rather
than have to budget and pay enormous royalties upfront for worldwide publishing
rights, the Producers intend to create “step deals” beginning with rights to use
popular songs from that era in the initial release of the film to Film Festivals. As
these fees are modest compared to asking for global rights, the Producers of the
film can then scale royalty payments to match the various distribution channels as
these revenues are collected.
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Incident at Cannes
Clearly, the success of a film depends on many variables. The true ingredient to
getting a film sold and audiences to the theater is Promotion and Marketing. The
old fashioned way to promote a film by throwing as much money into advertising
is never as effective than word of mouth. Word of mouth is the most powerful
form of marketing. The promotion and marketing of a film has to come from the
heart of the filmmaker. And Frank Sacks is no stranger to word of mouth. For his
latest film, Lady Godiva: Back in the Saddle, Frank Sacks pulled off the biggest
promotional stunt to get the attention of the press at the 2005 Cannes film
festival.
He leaked it to the press that the star,
Kiera Chaplin, granddaughter of
Charlie Chaplin, would ride topless
on a white championship horse for
photographers. Officials cancelled
the event saying that it attracted too
much attention for a film that wasn’t
in competition. Although the photo
shoot was cancelled, it didn’t stop
newspapers from around the world
publishing the story of Lady Godiva:
Back in the Saddle at the Cannes
film festival.

Press link:

http://www.flickr.com/photos/lady_godiva/show

Website link:

http://www.hotfootfilms.com/#!banned-from-cannes/cay2
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Our Plan
Our goal is to retain as much control of Hot Foot! as possible by raising up to $6
million dollars which will be enough to complete, promote and market the film.
The profit would be divided as follows:
1. A pre-release recoupment of initial seed investment (up to $150,000) paid
out from the budget as development costs to early investors when the full
amount of $6 million dollars is raised. Please refer to the Private
Placement Memorandum for more information.
2. A 50/50 split of profits between Investors and Hot Foot!, LLC.
Below is the list of festivals that we will most likely initially target:
FESTIVAL

FESTIVAL DATE

NOTORIETY

SUNDANCE

JANUARY 2014

In 2011, 45 films were acquired by distributors which
is the most ever (up 220% from 2010).

CANNES

MAY 2014

Cannes winners often emerge as the year’s most
talked-about films.

TELLURIDE FF

SEPTEMBER
2014

In 2011, Albert Nobbs, The Artist, The Descendants,
Pina, Shame, and We Need to Talk About Kevin all
played at the festival.

TORONTO IFF

SEPTEMBER
2014

Slumdog Millionaire premiered at the festival and went
on to win eight Oscars.

TRIBECA

OCTOBER 2014

The festival now draws an estimated three million
people, including every buyer in the marketplace.

BFI LONDON FF

OCTOBER 2014

A top festival screening more than 300 features,
documentaries, and shorts from almost 50 countries.
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Terms and Conditions
Issuer: Hot Foot!, LLC
Issue: Limited Partnership Units
Amount of Issue: $6,000,000.00
Purchase Price: $20,000.00 (minimum of one Unit)
Number of Units: 300 Units
Purchaser Qualifications: Accredited investors within the meaning of Regulations D
under the Securities Act of 1933.
Distribution of Cash flow shall be as follows:
1. Initially, the Company’s capital shall be used for operating and production
expenses as per the detailed schedules and budgets attached;
2. Payment of any outstanding obligations in connection with the film as per the
budget;
3. Each investor shall recoup 125% of his/her investment on a pro rata basis;
4. 50% of all remaining revenue shall be paid out to the investors on a pro rata
basis determined by the amount of the amount of the investment; while the
other 50% shall be paid to the producers of the film;
Right of First Refusal: A Limited Partner may not sell all or any part of his partnership
interest to a person who is not already a member of the partnership without first presenting the
terms of the offer in writing to the General Partner and then if rejected presenting the terms of
the offering in writing to the remaining Limited Partners in accordance with their pro-rata ratio
interest.

Voting Rights: The Limited Partners are strictly passive investors in the partnership and
have no voting rights.
Liability Protection: As a result of their passive investor status, the Limited Partners are
only liable for their capital investment.

Use of Proceeds: The proceeds from the issuance of the Units will be used to secure key
cast members and develop, produce and edit the film as defined in the Production Budget.

Private Placement: The Limited Partnership Units will not be registered under the
Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Act”) and may not be resold without such
registration or an exemption under the provisions of the Act.
Offering “Escrow”: The cash subscriptions of each investor electing to subscribe for any of
the Units shall be held in a holding account pending completion or termination of the Offering.
When subscription for Units representing a total obligation of at least $20,000 has been
received, the partnership may close the sale of Units and release the funds from the
holding account.
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Distribution Deals
There is no such thing as a typical or boilerplate distribution deal. The distribution
company will take as much as it can get. It’s Hot Foot!, LLC’s job to give away as
little as possible. Based on industry averages, we have used a distributor fee of
thirty-five percent in our projections (see chart on next page under gross). These
percentages apply only to the revenues generated by the distributor’s deals, if
that company is only making domestic sales, then it takes a percentage of only
domestic revenues. How much the distribution company wants normally depends
on its participation in the entire film package. The greater the up-front expense
that the company must assume, the greater the percentage of incoming revenues
it will seek.
In acquiring a project, the distributor looks at the following elements, among
others:
• Uniqueness of storyline
• Potential special audience segments
• Ability of the cast to attract audiences of buyers by their names alone.
Necessary to selling a film is a mix of elements, although the story is typically the
first concern. The exhibitors to whom the distributor sells must see something in
the film that they can promote to their audiences. This varies from country to
country and depends on the perspective of the buyer.
If the film is picked up for theatrical distribution, once the theatrical potential is
exhausted, the distributor will likely begin the process of preparing the film for
DVD/VOD rental and retail release. Today, the market for VOD has greatly
increased. Films are available on VOD simultaneously with the DVD release. To
maximize profit potential, a film will generally run for 30 to 90 days on VOD before
being sold for general release on cable and television. During this distribution
phase, other financial avenues will also be exhausted including Hotel Video-onDemand, Streaming Internet, and potential cross-marketing ventures such as a
soundtrack release.
While distribution begins, our producers will continue to work on a promotional
and publicity campaign, either with the distribution company or independently, to
ensure the strongest advertising campaign possible and thus ensuring the
greatest revenue for Hot Foot!.
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Investment Summary
Hot Foot!, LLC seeks financing to complete its goal of creating a marketable and
profitable motion picture, Hot Foot!. Investors who invest in the initial seed
funding will first recoup their initial investment from the development funds of the
budget, followed by a 25% premium on initial investment from profits and then a
50/50 split of remaining funds generated from the sale and/or rentals of the
motion picture.

Tax Incentives
State film incentive packages allow producers to increase the value of private
equity dollars through rebates and refunds. The savings will be applied to the
production of the film, thereby boosting the overall budget without increasing
costs to investors or diluting their investment. Producers are currently consulting
with several State Film Commissions to maximize the value of each investment
dollar. In Hawaii, where the majority of Hot Foot! will be filmed, the state tax
incentive can be as high as 15% to 20%. The tax credit applies to all direct
production expenditures that are subject to taxation by the state of Hawaii.
According to the Hawaii film office, the credit equals 15% of qualified production
costs incurred on the island of Oahu, and 20% on the neighbor islands (Big
Island, Kauai, Lanai, Maui, Molokai). We will take advantage of this high
percentage to stretch our money out even further.
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Risk Statement
Investment in the film industry is highly speculative and inherently risky. There
can be no assurance of the economic success of any project since the revenues
derived from their production and distribution depends primarily upon their
acceptance by the public, which cannot be predicted. Commercial success also
depends upon the quality and acceptance of other competing projects release
into the marketplace at or near the same time, general economic factors and
other tangible and intangible factors, all of which can change and not be predicted
with certainty.
The entertainment industry regularly undergoes significant changes, primarily due
to technological advances and developments. Although these have routinely
resulted in the availability of alternative and competing forms of leisure time
entertainment such technological developments have also resulted in the creation
of additional revenue sources through licensing of rights to such new media, and
potentially could lead to future reductions in the costs of producing and
distribution entertainment media. In addition, the theatrical success of a motion
picture remains a crucial factor in generating revenues in ancillary media such as
DVD and television. Due to the rapid growth of technology, shifting consumer
tastes, and the popularity and availability of other forms of entertainment, it is
impossible to predict the overall effect these factors will have on the potential
revenue from and profitability of feature-length motion pictures.
The success of Hot Foot! will depend partly upon the ability of management to
produce a project of exceptional quality at a lower cost, which can compete in
appeal with higher-budgeted projects. To maximize success, management plans
to participate as much as possible throughout the process and will aim to mitigate
financial risks where possible. Hot Foot!, LLC will mitigate the inherent risk by
attracting well-known actors, utilizing a unique concept, and broadening the
audience with the hybrid genre of action/comedy. Fulfilling this goal depends on
the timing of investor financing, the ability to obtain distribution contracts with
satisfactory terms and the continued participation of the current management.
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Tracking the Independent Film Revenue Dollar1
Case Scenario ( $ Millions )
DOMESTIC BOX OFFICE GROSS [A]

30.0

Exhibitor Share of Box Office (50%)
Distributor Share of Box Office
(50%)
15.0
15.0

REVENUE:
Domestic
Theatrical Rentals - 50% of Total Box Office [A]
Television/Cable/Other
DVD/Video-on-Demand
15.0
TOTAL REVENUE- DOMESTIC [B]
Foreign
Theatrical
Television/Video
TOTAL REVENUE- FOREIGN [C]

+ 4.0
+ 10.0
29.0

TOTAL DISTRIBUTOR GROSS REVENUE- Domestic +Foreign [B+C]
LESS:

10.0

+ 6.0
Budget
Prints and Advertising
TOTAL COSTS [D]

16.0

45.0
GROSS:
Gross Revenue [B+C-D]
Distributor’s Fees (35% of Gross Income)
NET PRODUCER/INVESTOR INCOME (Pre-Tax)

6.0

+ 10.0
16.0

29.00
15.75
13.25
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Revenue Sources & Timing for Hollywood Movies
Allocation of Revenue
(% of Total Revenue)

Theatrical
(25% - 35%)

Video
(35%-45%)

TV
(12% - 22.5%)

Merch./ Other
(0 – 5%)

Typical Timing of Revenues
Generated from a Film Post-Production
Domestic Theatrical
International Theatrical
Licensing / Merchandise

Sources of Revenue

Domestic Pay-Per-View
Domestic Pay TV
Domestic Video
International Video
International Pay TV
Domestic Network / Cable
International Free TV
Domestic Syndicated TV
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Years After Release
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U.S./Canada Box Office–All Films (US $ Billions)
2011 U.S. and Canada box office was $10.2 billion, down 4% compared to $10.6
billion in 2010, but up 6% from five years ago. Despite strong second and third
quarter box office performance, 2011 box office did not fully overcome the slow start
in the first quarter.1
12
10.6
10

9.2

9.1

9.3

8.8

9.2

9.6

10.6

10.2

9.6

8
6
4
2
0
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

U.S./ Canada
Box Office
(US $Billions)

$9.1

$9.2

$9.3

$8.8

$9.2

$9.6

$9.6

$10.6

$10.6

$10.2

% Change vs.
Prior Year

12%

1%

2%

-5%

4%

5%

0%

10%

0%

-3%

% Change vs.
2011

11%

10%

9%

14%

10%

6%

6%

-3%

-3%

---

1

SOURCE: Rentrak Corporation/Motion Pictures Assoc. of America, Inc.
Theatrical Market Statistics 2011
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Global Box Office – All Films (US $ Billions)
Global box office for all films released in each country around the world1 reached
$32.6-billion in 2011, up 3% over 2010’s total. The increase was due to international
box office ($22.4-billion), up 7% compared to 2010, due to growth in each
geographic region. International box office in U.S. dollars is up 35% over five years
ago.

U.S./ Canada
35
30
25
20

21

22.4

16.6

18.1

18.8

9.6

9.6

10.6

10.6

10.2

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

15
10
5
0

2007

U.S./ Canada2

1

2

3

2008

2009

2010

2011

% Change
2010 vs.
2009

% Change
2010 vs.
2006

$9.6

$9.6

$10.6

$10.6

$10.2

- 4%

6%

International3

$16.6

$18.1

$18.8

$21.0

$22.4

7%

35%

TOTAL

$26.2

$27.7

$29.4

$31.6

$32.8

3%

24%

Values in the report include all films released, regardless of distributor or origin, except where specified as
subset.
Source: Rentrak Corporation- Box Office Essentials, calendar year from January 1 - December 31, 2011.
Motion Pictures Association of America, Inc. calculates international box office countryby-country based on a variety of primary and secondary data sources. 2010 international
box office was revised due to change by a source.
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Music
Hot Foot!, LLC will score the picture with original music that will fit the tone of the
film. We would like to use mostly an upbeat score that will drive the films thematic
undertones. Utilizing the perfect original score, we can control the picture’s pace
while keeping costs down.
We will accompany the score with selected music from various artists to
formulate a soundtrack. The soundtrack will provide subsequent revenue upon
the film’s success. The music will help capture the journey in Hawaii as they
endlessly search for the kidnappers of the Hot Foot!.

Market
The revenues from sales of soundtracks can be significant. In recent years, many
soundtracks have landed on the U.S. billboard 200. Juno debuted at number
eight on the list after it’s first week of release, climbing to number three and two in
the following weeks. The record has since become a platinum record in the U.S.
selling over 1,000,000 copies. Twilight Saga: New Moon soundtrack debuted at
number two on the Billboard 200 albums chart and climbed to number one a
week later selling 153,000 copies. The soundtrack was eventually certified
platinum for total number of shipments and sales exceeding one million units.
After licensing, royalties to producers and artists and marketing fees, a production
company will usually retain about 25% to 30% of the total sales. So, if a label
were to sell 2 million copies a production company would clear between $6 million
and $9 million.
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Film Soundtrack Sales Revenue
Film

US Sales

Est.
Revenue

RIAA
Certification

TWILIGHT (2008)

2M+

$24M

Platinum x2

ACROSS THE UNIVERSE (2007)

1M+

$12M

Platinum

WALK THE LINE (2005)

1M+

$12M

Platinum

RAY (2004)

1M+

$12M

Platinum

GARDEN STATE (2004)

500K+

$6M

Gold

CHICAGO (2002)

2M+

$24M

Platinum x2

OH BROTHER WHERE ART THOU
(2000)

7M+

$84M

Platinum x7
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